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CENA-Kunststoff GmbH is a manufacturer of technical parts made of plastics.
According to the European Chemicals Regulation REACH, we are considered as “downstream user“. As our
product lines do not release any hazardous substances providing correct use and storage, CENA is
exempted from mandatory registration of certain contained substances.
CENA observes the current authorization obligations for chemical substances and the defined restrictions
on using these substances according to REACH.
Our target is to keep our product lines free from particularly alarming substances according to REACHdirektives. To this effect, we observe the „candidate list“ issued by the European Chemicals Agency and
regularly evaluate our products accordingly.
This statement refers to the following candidate list version:
Candidate list, last updated: 25.06.2020
SVHC inclusion date 25.06.2020 and earlier
Link to Candidate List on ECHA-Homepage:
http://echa.europa.eu/candidate-list-table
If necessary CENA takes corresponding measures towards substitution and information of our customers.
Attachment XIV
If our products contain a substance which must be authorized in accordance with the Regulation (EU)
143/2011, we will work towards a substitution of the substance of equivalent quality or its authorization for
the relevant uses. Our products contain no substances of the currently valid version of the Annex XVI.
Attachment XVII
With regard to the substance restrictions listed in Annex XVII of the REACH Regulation, we inform you that
our products do not contain the currently listed substances above the respective concentration limits and
that we comply with the listed restrictions on use.

Please contact us if there is a need for further talks or coordination.
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Wir sind gerne für Sie da:
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URL+Mail: www.CENA.de - verkauf@cena.de

